Site Review:
Website: www.yapoker.com
About YaPoker
YaPoker.com is the newest addition to the Winning Poker Network, joining in 2013. The Winning Poker Network
was launched way back in 2001 and is renowned for its outstanding customer service and impeccable payout
reputation.
YaPoker.com services all customers from Latin America, providing the latest in cutting-edge promotions
including $1,000,000 GTD tournaments, weekly progressive races for cash game and sit and go players, plus a
$1,050 buy-in nosebleed cash game in a time based tournament format dubbed “The Cage”.
YaPoker Offers a Wide Selection of Promotions for Any Type of Player.
100% up to $1,000 First Deposit Bonus
YaPoker matches all initial deposits with an easy to clear bonus. Players clear the bonus at a rate of $1 for every
27.5 Award Points accrued. Included in a player’s welcome package are weekly $250 depositor freerolls.
$1,000,000 GTD Million Dollar Sundays
YaPoker offers one of the world’s biggest poker tournaments, the Million Dollar Sunday. Each has a $1,000,000
GTD prize pool with $200,000 to the first place winner.
Tournament Series
Millions of dollars each year are won during YaPoker’s popular High Five Tournament Series, Online Super Series
and Freebuy Super Series. The next High Five Tournament Series is coming your way this summer (dates TBA).
Jackpot Poker
These are exciting 3-person hyper turbos Sit & Go’s where players can hit it big for a small investment. The
tourneys are available in Texas Hold'em and Pot Limit Omaha formats and players can enter for $2 (play for up
to $5,000), $10 (play for up to $25,000) or $40 (play for up to $100,000). The prize pool is randomly drawn right
before the start of the tournament.
The Cage
YaPoker hosts this high stakes cash game in a time based tournament format on a monthly basis. The Cage is a 5
hour long event with a $1,050 buy-in. Whatever chips players emerge with when the time is up is then
converted to cold hard cash! This latest promotion is garnering a ton of attention as the multiple satellites
leading up to the event allow small stakes players to stop railing the nosebleed stakes and start playing them.
The Beast

The Beast is Ya Poker's progressive rake race that's funded entirely by the online poker site, using a percentage
of their own rake. The leaderboard competition gives poker players a new chance to race to the top for cash
prizes and tourney seats each week for free, just by playing cash tables. At the end of each 7-day period, The
Beast prize pool is distributed to players who rank on the weekly leaderboard.
Spin to Get IN
Spin to Get IN is the latest and greatest option from YaPoker. Players can win entry to any tournament for as
little as ONE CENT!
New Tournament User Interface
YaPoker recently implemented major improvements for tournament players. The new Tourney User Interface
includes Progressive-Payouts, On-Table Tournament Statistics Display, Final Table Graphics, On-Table In-the
Money Symbol, External and Internal Lobby Improvements, Hand for Hand Dealing and Synchronized Breaks.
Elite Benefits Program
YaPoker offers a competitive Elite Benefits Program where players can earn extra cash and merchandise. This
includes up to 69% Rakeback and up to $335,000 in yearly cash rewards. As soon as a new member plays his first
hand of poker, he’s automatically part of the program.
Earning Points:
When players play in a cash game with a qualified rake or in a tournament where a fee is paid, players will earn
Award Points (APs) which determines their player level, which determines their Award Point multiplier, along
with what benefits they are eligible to receive.
There are 6 player levels:
Bronze
Silver
Gold
Platinum
Diamond
Black Diamond
While players earn Benefit Points, they also accumulate Player Points which is a spendable currency from which
they can purchase cash bonuses and merchandise in the YaPoker store. For more information on earning points,
click here.
Rake Method for Rakeback Players
Players who prefer to receive 27% rakeback instead of participating in the Elite Benefits Program may do so.
YaPoker has a “no flop, no drop” policy meaning they do not take a rake from the pot if a flop is not seen.
YaPoker uses the dealt methodology from which players can accrue rakeback simply by being dealt in a hand

without having to contribute any money into the pot. The rake is calculated by the number of players in the
hand and the size of the pot. The rake is 5% up to $3 maximum per hand.
Games Offered at YaPoker:
• Texas Hold’em - The most widely played card game on the planet. YaPoker offers Texas Hold’em cash games
and tournaments in three different variations, No-Limit, Pot-Limit and Fixed Limit.
• Omaha – A variation of Texas Hold’em using 4 cards instead of two. Omaha is gaining worldwide popularity
and is quickly becoming the second most played poker game in the world.
• Omaha Hi/Lo – Also known as Omaha 8 as you need to have an 8 or lower in your hand in order to qualify for
the low half of the pot. We also offer this game in No Limit, Pot Limit, and Limit Variations.
• 7 Card Stud – You can’t beat a classic. One of the first types of poker ever played, we’ve recently added 7 Card
stud to our game selection.
• 7 Card Stud Hi/Lo – This twist on the classic favorite rewards the pot to two winners: the best high hand and
the best low hand. Have the best high and low 7 Card Stud hand and scoop the entire pot!
YaPoker Special Features:
The Beast
Sit & Crush
Million Dollar Sundays
The Cage
Major Land-based Event Hub
20 tables, Multi-tabling Action
Bounty tournaments
Hand based Tournaments
Time based Tournaments
Straddles
Double or Nothing Sit and Go’s
Late registration

Tournament Types:
Sit & Go’s
Bounty tournaments
Hand based tournaments
Rebuy tournaments
Sit and Go’s Satellite Tournaments
Multi-Table Tournaments
Time Based Tournaments

